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Abstract
We consider the Riemann problem for a system of conservation laws related to a phase
transition problem. The system is nonisentropic and we treat the case where the latent heat is
not zero. We study the cases where the initial data are given in the same phase and in the
different phases. The role of the entropy condition is studied as well as the kinetic relation and
the entropy rate admissibility criterion. We conﬁne our attention to the case where the speeds
of phase boundaries are close to zero. This is one interesting case in physics. We discuss the
number of phase boundaries consistent with the above criteria and the uniqueness and
nonuniqueness issue of the solution to the Riemann problem.
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1. Introduction
We study the solutions to the Riemann problem for a system of conservation laws
related to a phase transition problem. The system is nonisentropic and given by
vt  ux ¼ 0;
ut  fx ¼ 0;
Et  ðuf Þx ¼ 0; ð1Þ
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where v; u; E; and f are strain, velocity, total energy, and stress, respectively. The
total energy is given by E ¼ e þ 1
2
u2; where e is the internal energy. We take strain
and entropy s as state variables. Therefore, the stress and internal energy are
expressed as f ¼ f ðv; sÞ and e ¼ eðv; sÞ; respectively. We assume that e is a smooth
function of v and s; es40; essa0; and evsa0: For evs; we assume that evso0: The
thermodynamic relation is given by
de ¼ f dv þ y ds; ð2Þ
where y is temperature. This implies that ev ¼ f ; es ¼ y; and fso0: We also assume
that there exists a constant co such that every level curve f ðv; sÞ ¼ c; where c is a
constant satisfying c4co; is nonmonotone in the vs-plane as depicted in Fig. 1. The
curve fv ¼ 0 is also sketched. Note that fvo0 inside the curve fv ¼ 0: This region
where fvo0 is called the spinodal region and we assume that the values of ðv; sÞ in
this region are physically unstable and are not observable. For sosc; the region
where fv40 separated into two subregions. If v is on the left and right of fv ¼ 0 and
fvðv; sÞ40; v is said to be in the a- and b-phase, respectively. In the region sosc; we
assume that fvvo0 in the a-phase and fvv40 in the b-phase. Normally, v and y are
used as the state variables, because often the temperature is the control variable in
the phase transition problems; see for example, [25]. Nevertheless, there are a few
reasons for choosing the entropy as the state variable. First, this makes the entropy
condition easier to apply. Second, the relation between the thermodynamic relation
and the Rankine–Hugoniot condition become clear; see Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3.
It is generally regarded that if the mixed derivative cvy of the Helmholtz free
energy cðv; yÞ is zero, the latent heat is zero and if cvya0; there is a latent heat.
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Fig. 1. A typical graph of f ðv; sÞ ¼ const:
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Using the relations
cðv; yÞ ¼ eðv; sðv; yÞÞ  sy; s ¼  @c
@y
;
we obtain cvyðv; yÞ ¼ evsðv; sÞsy: Therefore, the condition cvy ¼ 0 is equivalent to
evs ¼ 0; provided that sya0: Since essa0; sya0 is satisﬁed.
The Riemann problem is a special initial value problem in which the initial data
are given by
Uðx; 0Þ ¼ ðv; u; sÞðx; 0Þ ¼ Ul ¼ ðvl ; ul ; slÞ xo0;
Ur ¼ ðvr; ur; srÞ x40;

ð3Þ
where ðvl ; ul ; slÞ and ðvr; ur; srÞ are two different constant states. As shown above we
may use the vector notation and set U ¼ ðv; u; sÞ: We assume that the solution is self-
similar and consists of constant states separated by the backward wave, the phase
boundaries, the contact discontinuity, and the forward wave. The phase boundaries
are jump discontinuities across which the phase changes. We discuss the case where
the speeds of phase boundaries are much smaller than those of the forward and
backward waves. This is one interesting case where the phase transition takes place
slowly. Depending on whether vl and vr are speciﬁed in the same phase or different
phases, we have two types of problems. They will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
The goal of this paper is to study the role of admissibility criteria in the context of
the Riemann problem when the latent heat is taken into account. The criteria studied
are the entropy condition, the kinetic relation, and the entropy rate admissibility
criterion. First, we examine the entropy condition in Section 3. This is the condition
that all thermomechanical processes must satisfy. We use the ‘‘negative physical
entropy’’ as the entropy. This criterion imposes that the entropy decreases across
jump discontinuities. The rate of decay of the entropy is given by
Eðv; s; vþ; sþÞ ¼ sðv; vþÞðsþ  sÞ; ð4Þ
where sðv; vþÞ ¼7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fþf
vþv
q
is the speed of the jump discontinuity and the subscripts
 and þ denote the states to the left and right of discontinuity, respectively. The
entropy condition requires that Eðv; s; vþ; sþÞp0 holds across each discontinuity.
In Sections 3, we examine the possible number of phase boundaries consistent with
the entropy condition in the solution of the Riemann problem. Speciﬁcally, we show
that if vl and vr are speciﬁed in the same phase, we may observe no phase boundary
or two phase boundaries and that if they are speciﬁed in the different phases, we may
observe one phase boundary or three phase boundaries.
The role of the kinetic relation is discussed in Section 4. The kinetic relation is
proposed by Abeyaratne and Knowles [1,2] and it postulates that there exists a
nondecreasing function fðgÞ of the driving traction g satisfying fð0Þ ¼ 0 such that
the speed of discontinuity is given by
s ¼ fðgÞ:
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They propose that
g ¼ ðsþ  sÞ or g ¼ ðsþ  sÞðyþ þ yÞ
is a good choice for the driving traction. In order that this relation is consistent with
the entropy condition, we require that f040 so that sg40 holds. In this paper, we
choose g ¼ ðsþ  sÞ for the driving traction. This relation is applied to the
solutions satisfying the entropy condition. One interesting result is the nonunique-
ness of the solutions if vl and vr are speciﬁed in the different phases. The result is
compared with Ngan and Truskinovsky [25], where they show the similar result in
the case where the viscosity and capillarity terms are added. The result here can be
thought of as an extension of their result to the inviscid case. This is a sharp contrast
to the case with no latent heat, where the kinetic relation selects a unique solution.
We also examine the entropy rate admissibility criterion in Section 4. This
criterion, proposed by Dafermos [7,8], roughly says that the rate of entropy decay is
the fastest for the admissible solution. In other words, the solution is admissible if it
solves (1) and minimizes X
jump discontinuities
Eðv; s; vþ; sþÞ; ð5Þ
where the subscripts  and þ refer to the states left and right of each jump
discontinuity. We discuss some consequence of the entropy rate admissibility
criterion. Note that the kinetic relation and the entropy rate admissibility criterion
are separately applied to the solutions satisfying the entropy condition.
Nonmonotone constitutive relations have been widely used to formulate the
conservation laws with phase change. The isothermal or isentropic case has been
studied extensively. In the inviscid approach, James [21] initiated the Riemann
problem for this type of problem. Hattori [14,17] and Pence [27] used the entropy
rate admissibility criterion. Shearer [28] considered the problem assuming that all the
stationary phase boundaries are admissible. Keyﬁtz [22] used the ‘‘hysteresis’’
approach. Abeyaratne and Knowles [1] discuss it using the kinetic relation and the
initiation criterion. Mercier and Piccoli [24] also used the kinetic relation to classify
the initial data according to the waves observed in the solution of the Riemann
problem. The initial value problems are discussed in [3,5,6,16,23]. Concerning the
approaches using the viscosity or capillarity terms, Slemrod [30] discussed the effects
of viscosity and capillarity and proposed the viscosity-capillarity criterion. Shearer
[29] considered the issue of nonuniqueness for the Riemann problem using this
criterion. Slemrod [32] also discussed the limiting viscosity approach. Fan extended
this approach and obtained series of results [9–11]. The results of Fan and Slemrod
are summarized in [13]. Fan [12] also compared the various admissibility criteria.
Hattori and Mischaikow [18] considered the soft loading problem with viscosity and
capillarity. Hsiao [20] and Pego [26] considered the role of the viscosity.
Compared to the isothermal or isentropic case, the results concerning the
nonisothermal or nonisentropic case are fewer. Hattori [15] considered the Riemann
problem of the above system using the entropy rate admissibility criterion. He
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considered only the one phase boundary problem. Abeyaratne and Knowles [2]
discussed the trilinear case where the Helmholtz free energy satisﬁes cvy ¼ 0: They
showed that if there are three phase boundaries, one of the phase boundaries violates
the entropy condition and the kinetic relation selects the unique solutions. Asakura
[4] studied the stability of Maxwell states. Hoff and Khodja [19] examined the role of
viscosity and heat conduction. Slemrod [31] discussed the effects of viscosity and
capillarity. Ngan and Truskinovsky [25] studied the effect of latent heat using the
viscosity and capillarity terms.
This paper consists of four sections. In Section 2, we summarize the waves
appearing in the solution of the Riemann problem. We also discuss in detail the
phase boundary curves. In Section 3, we examine how many phase boundaries are
consistent with the entropy condition in the solution of the Riemann problems. We
discuss two cases where the vl and vr are speciﬁed in the same phase and in the
different phases. Even though the entropy condition itself is not enough to select a
unique solution, the condition provides important information concerning the
solution conﬁgurations. Finally in Section 4, we study some results concerning the
kinetic relation and entropy rate admissibility criterion.
2. Waves in the Riemann problem
In the Riemann problem we seek a self-similar solution where Ul ; the middle
constant states, and Ur are separated by the backward and forward waves, the phase
boundaries, and the contact discontinuity or the stationary phase boundary. The
backward and forward waves are rarefaction waves or shock waves. These waves
and contact discontinuities are well known. We brieﬂy describe them and study the
phase boundary and the phase boundary curve in detail.
1. Rarefaction wave: This is a continuous solution UðxÞ; x ¼ x=t; of (1). The
rarefaction curve RðUoÞ is the set of U connected to Uo by a rarefaction wave. This
set satisﬁes the differential equation
dU
dx
¼ rk ðk ¼ b; f Þ;
where rk ðk ¼ b; f Þ are given by
rb ¼ð1;
ﬃﬃﬃ
fv
p
; 0ÞT ;
rf ¼ð1;
ﬃﬃﬃ
fv
p
; 0ÞT :
Note that rk are not the right eigenvectors of the Jacobian of the ﬂux vector
ðu; f ; uf ÞT :
2. Shock wave: This is a line of discontinuity in the xt-plane. The shock wave curve
SðUoÞ is the set of U connected to Uo by a shock wave. The two states satisfy the
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Rankine–Hugoniot condition given by
sðv  voÞ ¼ ðu  uoÞ; ð6Þ
sðu  uoÞ ¼ ð f  foÞ; ð7Þ
sðE  EoÞ ¼ ð fu  fouoÞ; ð8Þ
where s is the speed of discontinuity. It is well-known that the set of U satisfying
the Rankine–Hugoniot relation forms one-parameter family of solutions. If we use s
as the parameter, u and s satisfy the following differential equations along the
Rankine–Hugoniot curve.
dv
ds
¼ sf2es  fsðv  voÞgðv  voÞ
esðl2  s2Þ
; ð9Þ
du
ds
¼  fesðl
2 þ s2Þ  ð f  foÞfsgðv  voÞ
esðl2  s2Þ
; ð10Þ
ds
ds
¼ sðv  voÞ
2
es
: ð11Þ
The projection of the Rankine–Hugoniot relation to the vs-plane is called the
Hugoniot locus. It satisﬁes
ds
dv
¼ f fvðv  voÞ  ð f  foÞgf2es  fsðv  voÞg ¼
ðl2  s2Þðv  voÞ
2es  fsðv  voÞ ¼
l2  s2
fs þ 2esvvo
: ð12Þ
Remark 2.1. Usually, U is the state on the right of Uo connected with a rarefaction
or shock wave. In this paper U is connected to Uo either on the left or right of Uo:
Obviously, the entropy condition should be satisﬁed.
3. Contact discontinuity and stationary phase boundary: These are jump
discontinuities across which the relation
f ¼ fo; u ¼ uo
holds. If the phase changes across the discontinuity, it is called the stationary phase
boundary.
4. Phase boundary: A phase boundary is a line of discontinuity in the xt-plane
across which the phase changes. It satisﬁes the Rankine–Hugoniot condition. The
phase boundary curve PðUoÞ is the set of U connected to Uo by a phase boundary.
One important difference between a phase boundary and a shock wave is that vo and
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v are in the different phases. Therefore, unlike shock wave curves, Uo is not on the
phase boundary curve PðUoÞ:
Let Uo be the state at which the phase boundary curve for Uo emanates. Let
ðva; saÞ and ðvb; sbÞ be the states in the vs-plane at which fv ¼ 0 along a level curve
f ¼ fo: Also, let ðvg; saÞ and ðvd; sbÞ; respectively, be the intersection points between
the lines s ¼ sa; sb and the level curve f ¼ fo; see Fig. 1. Note that the values of va; sa;
etc. differ from one level curve to another. In the following we assume that Uo and
Uo are in the a- and b-phase, respectively.
Lemma 2.2. If eb  eopfoðvb  voÞ; then in the vs-plane the phase boundary curve for a
given point ðvo; soÞ emanates from the point ðvo; soÞ with vo in the other phase, satisfying
the following two conditions:
f ðvo; soÞ ¼ fo; eo  eo ¼ foðvo  voÞ: ð13Þ
Also,
R
C
es ds ¼ 0 holds, where the integral is the path integral along f ¼ fo from ðvo; soÞ to
ðvo; soÞ: If eb  eo4foðvb  voÞ; the phase boundary curve emanates from ðvo; soÞ satisfying
fvðvo; soÞ ¼ 0; eo  eo ¼
1
2
ð f o þ foÞðvo  voÞ: ð14Þ
Proof. We discuss the case where vo is in the a-phase and v is in the b-phase.
Multiplying (7) by ðu þ uoÞ; subtracting it from (8), and using (16), we obtain
s e  eo  1
2
ð f þ foÞðv  voÞ
 
¼ 0:
So, the relation
e  eo  1
2
ð f þ foÞðv  voÞ ¼ 0 ð15Þ
holds for the phase boundary with nonzero speed. We require that this holds even
when s ¼ 0; so that (15) is continuous at s ¼ 0: If s ¼ 0; f ¼ fo and (15) imply
eo  eo ¼ foðvo  voÞ: ð16Þ
On the other hand, integrating (2) along the level curve f ¼ fo from ðvo; soÞ to ðv; sÞ;
we see
e  eo ¼
Z
C
f dv þ es ds
¼ foðv  voÞ þ
Z
C
es ds;
where
R
C
denotes the above path integral. This shows that if
R
C
es dsp0 at ðv; sÞ ¼
ðvb; sbÞ; eb  eopfoðvb  voÞ is satisﬁed, and (16) holds when
R
C
es ds ¼ 0: Since
es40; the value of ðvo; soÞ satisfying (16) is uniquely determined. &
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Remark 2.3. From (13) we have
eo  fovo ¼ eo  f o vo:
This shows that the enthalpy e  fv is equal if the two sides of the stationary phase
boundary is connected by the phase boundary only. Since in general a part of
stationary phase boundary is a contact discontinuity, the above relation does not
necessarily hold for an arbitrary stationary phase boundary.
Remark 2.4. The above lemma gives an algorithm to ﬁnd the point from which
the phase boundary emanates. If eb  eopfoðvb  voÞ; we can ﬁnd a unique point
ðv; sÞ satisfying (16) along the level curve of f through ðvo; soÞ for vXvb: If
eb  eo4foðvb  voÞ; there is no point satisfying
R
C
es ds ¼ 0: In this case, we compute
A ¼ e  eo  12ð f þ foÞðv  voÞ along the line segments consisting of the horizontal
line from ðvb; sbÞ to ðv1; sbÞ and then along the level curve f ¼ f ðv1; sbÞ in the negative
direction of v and s: We choose v1ð4vbÞ so that (14) holds. Since @A@vp0; along the
horizontal line A is decreasing. Also from
@A
@s
¼ es  1
2
fsðv  voÞ40;
@A
@v
¼ 1
2
ðv  voÞfs2  fvgp0;
the directional derivative of A along f ¼ f ðv1; sbÞ is decreasing in the negative
direction of v and s: Therefore, if eb  eoEfoðvb  voÞ; there exists a point at which
(14) is satisﬁed. Set sp ¼7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f o fo
vovo
q
and uo ¼ uo  spðvo  voÞ: Then, the phase
boundary emanates from ðvo; uo; soÞ:
Lemma 2.5. In the vs-plane, if the level curve f ¼ fo is not monotone, there exists a
unique state ðvmo ; smo Þ on f ¼ fo with vmo in the a-phase such that the phase boundary
emanates from ðvm1 ; smo Þ on the same level curve with vm1 in the b-phase, i.e., the entropies
have the same values. This also implies that if so4smo ; sooso and if soosmo ; so4so: The
similar result holds if vmo is in the b-phase.
Proof. Consider the state ðva; saÞ in Fig. 1 and let ðva; saÞ be the state in the b-phase
where the phase boundary curve for the state ðva; saÞ emanates. Since esvo0; we have

Z ðvb;sbÞ
ðva;saÞ
es ds4
Z ðvg;saÞ
ðvb;sbÞ
es ds;
where the integral is the line integral along the curve f ¼ f ðva; saÞ: This implies
that saosa: Next, consider the state ðvb; sbÞ in Fig. 1 and let ðvb; sbÞ be the state in the
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a-phase where the phase boundary curve for ðvb; sbÞ emanates. Then, we seeZ ðva;saÞ
ðvd;sbÞ
es ds4
Z ðvb;sbÞ
ðva;saÞ
es ds:
This implies that sbosb: Since es40; from the intermediate theorem, there exists a
unique state ðvmo ; smo Þ in the a-phase such that the Hugoniot locus of the phase
boundary curve emanates from ðvmo ; smo Þ in the b-phase satisfying smo ¼ smo and
f ðvmo ; smo Þ ¼ fo: &
Lemma 2.6. In the vs-plane the following relations hold for the slope of the Hugoniot
locus and the slope of level curve f ¼ fo:
(1) In the b-phase the slope of the Hugoniot locus is smaller than the slope of level curve.
(2) In the a-phase, if 2es  fsðv  voÞ40; the slope of the Hugoniot locus is negative. If
2es  fsðv  voÞo0; the slope of the Hugoniot locus is larger than the slope of level
curve.
Proof. Since the slope of the level curve for f ¼ fo in the vs-plane is given by
ds
dv
¼  fv
fs
;
comparing this with (12), we obtain the result. &
3. The Riemann problem with the entropy condition
We ﬁrst state the lemma which will limit the number of phase boundaries
consistent with the entropy condition in the Riemann problem.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose two phase boundaries move in the same direction. Then, the
entropy condition is not satisfied across one of the phase boundaries.
Proof. We discuss the case where the speeds are positive. The other case is proved in
a similar way. Assume that the constant states U1; Uo; and U2 are connected by the
phase boundaries with speeds sp1 and sp2 from left to right. Since U1 and U2 are
connected to Uo; they are on the Rankine–Hugoniot curve for Uo: From (11) we see
that the entropy is an increasing function of s if s40: This implies that s1os2: Since
0osp1osp2 ; s14so4s2 must hold if both phase boundaries are to be admissible.
Then, this is a contradiction. &
This implies the following. If the states vl and vr are speciﬁed in the different
phases, there are three solution conﬁgurations, the one phase boundary solutions
with the backward phase boundary and with the forward phase boundary, and the
three phase boundary solutions where the left phase boundary moves backward, the
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middle one is stationary, and the right phase boundary moves forward. If vl and vr
are speciﬁed in the same phase, there are two solution conﬁgurations, the hyperbolic
solutions and the two phase boundary solutions where the two phase boundaries
move in the opposite directions. It is important to study when these cases arise. In
the next two subsections, we study this problem in the case where the speeds of phase
boundaries are close to zero. We ﬁrst discuss the case where vl and vr are speciﬁed in
the same phase since the result will be used in the following subsection.
3.1. vl and vr in the same phase
We assume that vl and vr are given in the a-phase and let U1; U2; U3; and U4 be the
middle constant states from left to right. Therefore, the backward phase boundary is
between U1 and U2; and the forward phase boundary is between U3 and U4: We
consider the slowly moving phase boundaries and regard them as a perturbation
from stationary phase boundaries. There are two cases to consider, the case where
the solution to the hyperbolic Riemann problem can be constructed in the a-phase
and the case where it is not possible. We discuss the case where the construction of
hyperbolic solutions is possible. In Fig. 2 and Remark 3.2, we ﬁrst state a sufﬁcient
condition for the existence of hyperbolic solution. The hyperbolic solution and the
corresponding two phase boundary solution with zero speeds are shown in Fig. 3
and Remark 3.3. Note that Figs. 2 and 3 are understood to be local in the sense that
Ul and U1 are close, U4 and Ur are close, and both sp1 and sp2 are close to zero. If
they are not satisﬁed, the nonuniqueness results discussed in Smith [33] might arise.
Remark 3.2. In this remark we give a sufﬁcient condition that guarantees the
existence of hyperbolic solution, from which we obtain the solutions with two phase
boundaries. First, check if the level curve of f through the right end of the Hugoniot
locus for the backward wave curve (BWC) or the forward wave curve (FWC)
intersects with the other Hugoniot locus. Fig. 2 is an example of the case where the
level curve of f through Ur1 intersects with FWC, but the level curve of f through the
right end of FWC does not intersect with BWC. Find the intersection point between
the level curve of f through Ur1 and the FWC in the vs-plane and denote it by U
o
4 :
Next, ﬁnd the points in the vu-plane corresponding to Ur1 and U
o
4 : If the u-coordinate
of Ur1 is larger than or equal to that of U
o
4 ; then as we move U1 and U4 from U
r
1 and
Uo4 ; respectively, maintaining f ðv1; s1Þ ¼ f ðv4; s4Þ; there exist the unique values of U1
and U4 at which u1 ¼ u4 and f ðv1; s1Þ ¼ f ðv4; s4Þ hold. Then, U1; U2; U3; and U4 are
the middle constant states for the solution of the hyperbolic Riemann problem. On
the other hand, if the u-coordinate of Ur1 is smaller than that of U
o
4 ; then there are no
values of U1 and U4 at which u1 ¼ u4 and f ðv1; s1Þ ¼ f ðv4; s4Þ hold.
Remark 3.3. In Fig. 3 the hyperbolic solution obtained in Remark 3.2 is the constant
states Ul ; U1; U4; and Ur separated by the backward wave, the contact discontinuity,
and the forward wave. The corresponding two phase boundary solution is the
constant states Ul ; U1; U

1 ; U

4 ; U4; and Ur separated by the backward wave, the
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backward phase boundary, the contact discontinuity, the forward phase boundary,
and the forward wave. The speeds of both the backward and forward phase
boundaries sp1 and sp2 are zero. Note that U2 ¼ U1 and U3 ¼ U4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:
We perturb sp1 and sp2 from the above two phase boundary solution. The backward
phase boundary curve (BPBC) and the forward phase boundary curve (FPBC)
emanating from U1 and U

4 ; respectively, are also depicted.
Theorem 3.4. There are four possible solution configurations near sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:
(1) If s1psm1 and s4psm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; the hyperbolic Riemann solution is the only
admissible solution.
(2) If s14sm1 and s4psm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; the speed of the backward phase boundary
can be negative and the forward phase boundary has the zero speed.
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(3) If s1psm1 and s44sm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; the backward phase boundary has the zero
speed and the speed of the forward phase boundary can be positive.
(4) If s14sm1 and s44s
m
4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; the backward phase boundary with the
negative speed and the forward wave with the positive speed are possible.
Proof. We choose the speed of phase boundaries sp1 and sp2 as the parameters and
see how Ui; ði ¼ 1;y; 4Þ; change as we change sp1 and sp2 from zero. We derive the
derivatives of Ui; ði ¼ 1;y; 4Þ with respect to sp1 and sp2 : We treat the case where
both the backward and forward waves are rarefaction waves. The modiﬁcations
necessary for the other cases are explained at the end of the proof. Differentiating the
backward wave with respect to sp1 we have
@v1
@sp1
¼ 1
l1
@u1
@sp1
;
@s1
@sp1
¼ 0: ð17Þ
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For the backward phase boundary, from the Rankine–Hugoniot relation
f2  f1 ¼ s2p1ðv2  v1Þ; ð18Þ
sp1ðv2  v1Þ ¼ ðu2  u1Þ; ð19Þ
1
2
ð f2 þ f1Þðv2  v1Þ ¼ e2  e1; ð20Þ
we obtain
@v2
@sp1
@s2
@sp1
2
6664
3
7775
¼
f2s ð f2s  e2sðv2v1ÞÞ
ð f2v  l1sp1Þ f2v  s2p1
" #
sp1ðv2  v1Þ
ðl1 þ sp1Þðv2  v1Þ þ ðl1  sp1Þ @u2@sp1
" #
ð f2v  l1sp1Þ e2sðv2v1Þ þ sp1ðl1  sp1Þf2s
: ð21Þ
For the contact discontinuity we have
f3v
@v3
@sp1
þ f3s @s3
@sp1
¼ f2v @v2
@sp1
þ f2s @s2
@sp1
; ð22Þ
@u3
@sp1
¼ @u2
@sp1
: ð23Þ
From the forward wave, we obtain
@v4
@sp1
¼  1
l4
@u4
@sp1
;
@s4
@sp1
¼ 0: ð24Þ
For the forward phase boundary, from the Rankine–Hugoniot relation
f4  f3 ¼ s2p2ðv4  v3Þ; ð25Þ
sp2ðv4  v3Þ ¼ ðu4  u3Þ; ð26Þ
1
2
ð f4 þ f3Þðv4  v3Þ ¼ e4  e3; ð27Þ
we see
@v3
@sp1
@s3
@sp1
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
f3s ð f3s  e3sðv3v4ÞÞ
ð f3v þ l4sp2Þ f3v  s2p2
" #
0
ðl4 þ sp2Þ @u3@sp1
" #
ð f3v þ l4sp2Þ e3sðv3v4Þ  sp2ðl4 þ sp2Þf3s
: ð28Þ
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Substituting (21) and (28) in (22) and using (23), we obtain
@u2
@sp1
¼ 
f f2sl1s2p1 þ ð e2s f2vðv2v1Þ  f2ss2p1Þðl1 þ sp1Þgðv2  v1ÞB
AD þ BC ;
where
A ¼ e3s f3vðv3  v4Þ  f3ss
2
p2
 
ðl4 þ sp2Þ;
B ¼ð f3v þ l4sp2Þ
e3s
ðv3  v4Þ  sp2ðl4 þ sp2Þf3s;
C ¼ e2s f2vðv2  v1Þ  f2ss
2
p1
 
ðl1  sp1Þ;
D ¼ð f2v  l1sp1Þ
e2s
ðv2  v1Þ þ sp1ðl1  sp1Þf2s:
From this we have
@u2
@sp1
¼ @u3
@sp1
¼  l1ðv2  v1Þðl4 þ l1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ;
@v2
@sp1
@s2
@sp1
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
ð e2sðv2v1Þ  f2sÞl1l4ðv2  v1Þ
2
f2ve2sðl4 þ l1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
l1l4ðv2v1Þ2
e2sðl4þl1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
2
664
3
775;
@v3
@sp1
@s3
@sp1
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
ð f3s  e3sðv3v4ÞÞl4
l1ðv2v1Þ
ðl4þl1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
f3vl4
l1ðv2v1Þ
ðl4þl1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
2
4
3
5
f3v
e3s
ðv3v4Þ
:
Also, from (19) we obtain
@v1
@sp1
¼ l4ðv2  v1Þ
l1ðl4 þ l1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ;
@v4
@sp1
¼ l1ðv2  v1Þ
l4ðl4 þ l1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ:
This shows that s2 and s3 are increasing functions of sp1 near sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:
Similarly for the derivatives with respect to sp2 ; we obtain
@u2
@sp2
¼ D
AD þ BC f3sl4s
2
p2
þ e3s f3vðv3  v4Þ  f3ss
2
p2
 
ðl4  sp2Þ
 
ðv4  v3Þ
 
:
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From this we have
@u2
@sp2
¼ @u3
@sp2
¼  l4ðv3  v4Þðl4 þ l1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ;
@v2
@sp2
@s2
@sp2
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
ð f2s  e2sðv2v1ÞÞl1
l4ðv3v4Þ
ðl4þl1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
f2vl1 l4ðv3v4Þðl4þl1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
2
4
3
5
f2v
e2s
ðv2v1Þ
;
@v3
@sp2
@s3
@sp2
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
ð f3s  e3sðv3v4ÞÞ
l1l4ðv3v4Þ
ðl4þl1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
f3v l1l4ðv3v4Þðl4þl1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ
2
4
3
5
f3v
e3s
ðv3v4Þ
:
We also obtain
@v1
@sp2
¼  l4ðv3  v4Þ
l1ðl4 þ l1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ;
@v4
@sp2
¼  l1ðv3  v4Þ
l4ðl4 þ l1Þ þ Oðsp1 ; sp2Þ:
This result shows that s2 and s3 are decreasing functions of sp2 :
The above results imply that the directional derivatives of s2 and s3 are negative as
we decrease sp1 and increase sp2 from zero. This shows the following. If s1psm1 and
s4psm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; then near sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 the hyperbolic Riemann solution is
the only admissible solution. If s1psm1 and s44sm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; then near sp1 ¼
sp2 ¼ 0 the backward phase boundary has the speed zero. If s14sm1 and s4psm4 at
sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; then near sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 the forward phase boundary has the speed
zero. If s14sm1 and s44s
m
4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; then the backward phase boundary with
negative speed and the forward phase boundary with positive speed are both
possible.
The modiﬁcation necessary for the cases where the backward and/or forward
waves are shocks are as follows. If the backward wave is a shock, we need to add
Oðjv1  vl jÞ terms to each derivative. Therefore, if the shocks are weak, the result is
unaffected. &
Remark 3.5. The above theorem also shows that the implicit function theorem
applies and we have a two-parameter family of solutions in the neighborhood of
sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:
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3.2. vl and vr in the different phases
We discuss the Riemann problem with the initial data Ul and Ur; where vl and vr
are speciﬁed in the different phases. We deal with the case where the speeds of phase
boundaries are small. We discuss the case where the number of phase boundaries is
one or three. In either case, we construct a solution with a stationary phase boundary
and examine if the perturbation from this solution is possible.
For the one phase boundary problem, we denote the middle constant states by U1;
U2; and U4 and for the three phase boundary problem by U1; U2; U3; and U4; from
left to right. I use U4 for the third constant state in the one phase boundary problem.
This is to keep notation consistent with the three phase boundary problem. We
discuss the case where U1 and U

4 can be obtained.
First we construct the one phase boundary solution with zero speed. Let U1 be a
point on the backward phase boundary curve and U4 be the intersection between the
level curve f ¼ f ðv1; s1Þ and the forward wave curve. Let Ur1 be the value of U1 at the
right end of the backward wave curve and Ur4 be the value of U4 on the forward
wave curve satisfying f ðv1; s1Þ ¼ f ðv4; s4Þ: We deﬁne Ul4 and Ul1 in the similar way.
We treat the case where ur14u
r
4 and u
l
1oul4 are satisﬁed. Then, as we decrease v1;
there exists U1 and U4 at which u1 ¼ u4 holds. This is the hyperbolic solution to the
Riemann problem. Three types of solutions which bifurcate from the above solution
are given in Fig. 4. To construct a solution with a backward phase boundary, we
connect U1; U

1 ; and U4 by the phase boundary and the contact discontinuity, and
then decrease sp from zero. Note that U2 ¼ U1 when sp ¼ 0: To construct a solution
with a forward phase boundary, we connect U1; U

4 ; and U4 by the contact
discontinuity and the phase boundary, and then increase sp from zero. In this case
U2 ¼ U4 when sp ¼ 0: Finally, to construct a solution with three stationary phase
boundaries, we connect U1; U

1 ; U

4 ; and U4 by the three phase boundaries, and then
decrease sp1 and increase sp2 from zero. In this case U2 ¼ U1 and U2 ¼ U4 at
sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:
Theorem 3.6. If vl and vr are specified in the different phases, there are four
different solution configurations near sp ¼ 0 depending on the values of s1 and s4
at sp ¼ 0:
(1) If s1psm1 and s4Xsm4 at sp ¼ 0; then the solution with the stationary phase
boundary is the only one solution satisfying the entropy condition.
(2) If s14sm1 and s4Xs
m
4 at sp ¼ 0; there is a one-parameter family of solutions with
the backward phase boundary.
(3) If s1psm1 and s4osm4 at sp ¼ 0; there is a one-parameter family of solutions with
the forward phase boundary.
(4) If s14sm1 and s4osm4 at sp ¼ 0; there are three solution configurations; there are
two one-parameter families of solutions, one with the backward phase boundary
and another with the forward phase boundary. Also, it is possible to construct the
solutions with three phase boundaries where the left phase boundary moves
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backward, the middle one is stationary, and the right phase boundary moves
forward. In this case we have a two-parameter family of solutions.
Proof. In order to see how U2 changes from U

1 or U

4 ; we choose the speed of phase
boundary as the parameter and obtain the differential equations for U1; U2; and U4:
First, we discuss the case where the phase boundary moves backward. We treat the
case where both the backward and forward waves are rarefaction waves. The other
cases are treated similarly.
For the backward wave we have
dv1
dsp
¼ 1
l1
du1
dsp
;
ds1
dsp
¼ 0: ð29Þ
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For the phase boundary, from the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions
f2  f1 ¼ s2pðv2  v1Þ;
spðv2  v1Þ ¼  ðu2  u1Þ;
1
2
ð f2 þ f1Þðv2  v1Þ ¼ e2  e1
and (29), we have
dv2
dsp
ds2
dsp
2
6664
3
7775
¼
f2s ð f2s  e2sðv2v1ÞÞ
ð f2v  l1spÞ f2v  s2p
" #
spðv2  v1Þ
ðl1 þ spÞðv2  v1Þ þ ðl1  spÞ du2dsp
" #
ð f2v þ l1spÞ e2sðv2v1Þ þ spðl1  spÞf2s
: ð30Þ
For the contact discontinuity, we see
f4v
dv4
dsp
þ f4s ds4
dsp
¼ f2v dv2
dsp
þ f2s ds2
dsp
;
du4
dsp
¼ du2
dsp
: ð31Þ
If the forward wave is a rarefaction wave, we have
dv4
dsp
¼  1
l4
du4
dsp
;
ds4
dsp
¼ 0: ð32Þ
Therefore, after substituting (30) and (32) to (31), we obtain
du2
dsp
¼ 
f2sl1s2pðv2  v1Þ þ ð e2s f2vðv2v1Þ  f2ss2pÞðl1 þ spÞðv2  v1Þ
½l4fð f2v  l1spÞ e2sðv2v1Þ þ spðl1  spÞf2sg þ ð
e2s f2v
ðv2v1Þ  f2ss2pÞðl1  spÞ
¼  l1ðv2  v1Þ
l4 þ l1 þ OðspÞ:
Then, (30) implies
dv2
dsp
ds2
dsp
2
6664
3
7775 ¼ 
ð f2s  e2sðv2v1ÞÞl1l4ðv2  v1Þ
2
f2ve2sðl4 þ l1Þ þ OðspÞ
l1l4ðv2v1Þ2
e2sðl4þl1Þ þ OðspÞ
2
664
3
775:
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The result shows that as the speed of phase boundary decreases from zero, s2 also
decreases from s1: Therefore, if s1Xs

1 at sp ¼ 0; the phase boundary violates the
entropy condition as we decrease sp:
The case where the phase boundary moves forward is treated similarly. If both the
backward and forward waves are rarefaction waves, we have
du2
dsp
¼
f2sl4s2pðv4  v2Þ  ð e2s f2vðv4v2Þ þ f2ss2pÞðl4  spÞðv4  v2Þ
½l1fð f2v  s2pÞf2s  ð f2s þ e2sðv4v2ÞÞð f2v þ l4spÞg  ð
e2s f2v
ðv4v2Þ þ f2ss2pÞðl4 þ spÞ
¼ l4ðv4  v2Þ
l4 þ l1 þ OðspÞ;
dv2
dsp
ds2
dsp
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
f2s ð f2s þ e2sðv4v2ÞÞ
ð f2v þ l4spÞ f2v  s2p
" # spðv4  v2Þ
ðl4  spÞðv4  v2Þ  ðl4 þ spÞdu2dsp
" #
ð f2v  s2pÞf2s  ð f2s þ e2sðv4v2ÞÞð f2v þ l4spÞ
¼
ð f2sþ e2sðv4v2ÞÞl1l4ðv4v2Þ
2
f2ve2sðl4þl1Þ þ OðspÞ
 l1l4ðv4v2Þ2
e2sðl4þl1Þ þ OðspÞ
2
64
3
75: ð33Þ
The result shows that as the speed of phase boundary increases from zero, s2
decreases from s2: Therefore, if s4Xs

4 at sp ¼ 0; the phase boundary violates the
entropy condition as we increase sp:
In Case (4), using the result of Section 3.1, we can construct a solution with three
phase boundaries. In Fig. 4, we construct a solution connecting U1; U

1 ; U

4 ; and U4:
Rename U1 and U

4 to U2 and U3; respectively. Denote the speed of phase
boundaries from U1 to U2 and from U3 to U4 by sp1 and sp2 ; respectively. Then, we
can use the result of Section 3.1. The main difference is that the contact discontinuity
from U2 to U3 is now a stationary phase boundary and v44v3 instead of v34v4:
Since all partial derivatives of s2 and s3 with respect to sp1 and sp2 are Oð1Þ; if s14sm1
and s4osm4 ; there exist solutions with three phase boundaries where the both
backward and forward phase boundaries satisfy the entropy condition. &
4. The other admissibility criteria
The entropy condition itself is not enough to select a unique solution. So, the
question is if the kinetic relation or the entropy rate admissibility criterion will select
a unique solution. This was afﬁrmatively answered in the isothermal case. However,
this no longer holds for the nonisothermal case if vl and vr are speciﬁed in the
different phases. We apply these criteria separately to the solutions satisfying the
entropy condition and see if we gain insight to this issue.
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4.1. The kinetic relation
Concerning the kinetic relation, it selects a unique solution if vl and vr are speciﬁed
in the same phase. On the other hand, it may not select a unique solution if vl and vr
are speciﬁed in the different phases. If s14sm1 and s4osm4 hold at sp ¼ 0 (or
sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0), there are three solution conﬁgurations, the solution with a backward
phase boundary, with a forward phase boundary, and with three phase boundaries.
As a matter of fact, if the kinetic relation satisﬁes some restriction, all three solutions
are admissible according to this criterion. Similar result was obtained by Ngan and
Truskinovsky [25]. They considered the viscosity-capillarity regularization and
applied the kinetic relation. They show the nonuniqueness of the solutions in the case
where vl and vr are speciﬁed in the different phases. The following result is interesting
in the sense that the comparable result holds in the inviscid case.
Theorem 4.1. If vl and vr are specified in the different phases and both s14sm1 and s4osm4
hold at sp ¼ 0 (or sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0), then there exists a positive e such that, for every f with
0pf0pe; all three types solutions are admissible according to the kinetic relation of the form
s ¼ fðs  sþÞ:
Proof. We discuss the case of three phase boundaries. Since @si@spj
; i ¼ 1;y; 4; j ¼ 1; 2;
are Oð1Þ; C1 functions h1ðsp1 ; sp2Þ and h2ðsp1 ; sp2Þ exist such that s2  s1 ¼
h1ðsp1 ; sp2Þ and s3  s4 ¼ h2ðsp1 ; sp2Þ: Also, if f0 ¼ 0; sp1 ¼ 0 and sp2 ¼ 0 give
the admissible solution. Therefore, the intersections between s2  s1 ¼ h1ðsp1 ; sp2Þ;
s3  s4 ¼ h2ðsp1 ; sp2Þ and sp1 ¼ fðs1  s2Þ; sp2 ¼ fðs3  s4Þ are transversal provided
that f0 ¼ 0: Therefore, the interactions persist for f040 and the solution with three
phase boundaries is admissible according to the kinetic relation. The case where we
have the one phase boundary can be shown in a similar manner. &
Remark 4.2. Abeyaratne and Knowles studied the case where the Helmholtz free
energy satisﬁes cvy ¼ 0: They show that the solution with three phase boundaries is
not admissible. Since cvy ¼ 0 is equivalent to evs ¼ 0; we see that the phase boundary
curve for a given ðv1; s1Þ emanates from ðv1; s1Þ; where v1 is in the different phase and
f ðv1; s1Þ ¼ f ðv1; s1Þ: The directional derivatives of s2 and s3 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 can be
computed as follows:
D~ns2 ¼ l1l4ðv2  v1Þ
e2sðl4 þ l1Þ faðv2  v1Þ þ bðv4  v3Þg; ð34Þ
D~ns3 ¼  l1l4ðv4  v3Þ
e3sðl4 þ l1Þ faðv2  v1Þ þ bðv4  v3Þg; ð35Þ
where ~n ¼ /a; bS; a2 þ b2 ¼ 1; and ap0pb: Since evs ¼ 0; s2 ¼ s1 and s3 ¼ s4 at
sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0: This implies that if both the backward and forward waves are
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rarefaction waves or the system is trilinear in the sense of Abeyaratne and Knowles,
one of the phase boundary violates the entropy condition if aðv2  v1Þ þ bðv4  v3Þa0:
4.2. The entropy rate admissibility criterion
Now, we summarize the miscellaneous results concerning the entropy rate
admissibility criterion along the above line. Assume for simplicity that both the
backward and forward waves are rarefaction waves.
First, we discuss the case where vl and vr are speciﬁed in the same phase. If s14sm1
and s4osm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; we compute the directional derivative of entropy rate in
the direction of ðsp1 ; sp2Þ at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:Note that the two phase boundary solution
reduces to the hyperbolic solution at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0: Therefore, if the directional
derivative at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 is negative in the direction of sp1p0psp2 ; the entropy rate
of the two phase boundary solution is smaller than that of the hyperbolic solution. On
the other hand, if it is positive, the hyperbolic solution is the admissible solution at
least near sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0: In the case where both the backward and forward waves are
rarefaction waves, the entropy rate and its derivatives are given by
E ¼ sp1ðs2  s1Þ þ sp2ðs4  s3Þ;
@E
@sp1
¼ s2  s1 þ sp1
@s2
@sp1
 sp2
@s3
@sp1
; ð36Þ
@E
@sp2
¼ s4  s3 þ sp1
@s2
@sp2
 sp2
ds3
dsp2
: ð37Þ
So, if s14sm1 and s44s
m
4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; s2 ¼ s14s1 and s3 ¼ s44s4 hold at sp1 ¼
sp2 ¼ 0: Therefore, from the results of Section 3.1, we see that the directional
derivative of E is negative in the direction of sp1p0psp2 at least near sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:
An interesting case is that s1 ¼ sm1 and s4 ¼ sm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0: In this case we have
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that s1 ¼ sm1 and s4 ¼ sm4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0: In the two phase
boundary problem the solution with sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 is stable in the sense that it minimizes
the entropy rate.
Proof. The entropy rate is given by
E ¼ sp1ðs2  s1Þ þ sp2ðs4  s3Þ: ð38Þ
The determinant of the Hessian H0 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 is
det H0 ¼ det
2 @s2@sp1
@s2
@sp2
 @s3@sp1
@s2
@sp2
 @s3@sp1 2
@s3
@sp2
2
4
3
5
sp1¼0;sp2¼0
¼  l
2
1l
2
4ðv2  v1Þ2ðv4  v3Þ2
ðl1 þ l4Þ2
1
e2s
 1
e3s
 2
:
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This shows that if s1 ¼ sm1 and s4 ¼ sm4 ; the critical point sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 is in general
not the minimum. We examine the direction of Z ¼ ða; bÞT in the sp1sp2 -plane in
which E is concave-up. Computing ZT H0Z; we obtain
ZT H0Z ¼ 2 l1l4ðl1 þ l4Þfðv2  v1Þa  ðv3  v4Þbg
v2  v1
e2s
a  v3  v4
e3s
b
 
: ð39Þ
This shows that the direction Z in which the Jacobian is negative satisﬁes ab40 in the
sp1sp2 -plane. So, if s1 ¼ sm1 and s4 ¼ sm4 ; the critical point sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 is the
minimum in the direction of ap0 and bX0: &
Next, we consider the case where vl and vr are speciﬁed in the different phases.
First, we discuss the case of the one phase boundary.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the solution of the Riemann problem has one phase
boundary and at sp ¼ 0; either s14sm1 and s4Xsm4 or s1psm1 and s4osm4 holds. Then, at
sp ¼ 0; if s1 is sufficiently close to sm1 in the first case or s4 is sufficiently close to sm4 in
the second case, the solution of the Riemann problem satisfying the entropy rate
admissibility criterion exists near sp ¼ 0:
Proof. If we have the backward phase boundary, the entropy rate of the phase
boundary is
E ¼ spðs2  s1Þ:
Taking the second derivative, we see that if s1 ¼ sm1 ; at the critical point sp ¼ 0
d2E
ds2p

sp¼0
¼ 2 ds2
dsp

sp¼0
40:
If we have the backward phase boundary, the entropy rate of the phase boundary is
E ¼ spðs4  s3Þ:
Taking the second derivative, we see that if s3 ¼ sm3 ; at the critical point sp ¼ 0
d2E
ds2p

sp¼0
¼ 2 ds3
dsp

sp¼0
40:
The implicit function theorem implies that the critical point of the entropy rate is the
minimum near sp ¼ 0: &
In the case of the three phase boundaries, we have the following result.
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Theorem 4.5. If s14sm1 and s4osm4 hold at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; then there exist solutions
with three phase boundaries that satisfy the entropy condition and have the lower
entropy rate than the solution with sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0:
Proof. Since s14sm1 and s44s
m
4 at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; s2 ¼ s14s1 and s3 ¼ s44s4 hold at
sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0: Therefore, from (36) and (37), we see that the directional derivative of
E is negative in the direction of sp1p0psp2 at least near sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0: &
Remark 4.6. The critical case where s1 ¼ sm1 and s4 ¼ sm4 hold at sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0 is
subtle. In this case, the directional derivatives of ðs2  s1Þ and ðs3  s4Þ are given by
(34) and (35). Therefore, unless aðv2  v1Þ þ bðv4  v3Þ ¼ 0; one of the inequalities
DZðs2  s1ÞX0; DZðs3  s4ÞX0 ð40Þ
will not be satisﬁed and consequently, one of the phase boundaries does not satisfy
the entropy condition.
Remark 4.7. Since the change in the entropy in shocks is the third order of the shock
strength, if the initial data ðvl ; ul ; slÞ and ðvr; ur; srÞ for the Riemann problem satisfy
ul ¼ ur and f ðvl ; slÞ ¼ f ðvr; srÞ; Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 apply in the neighborhood of
sp1 ¼ sp2 ¼ 0; even if the forward wave or backward wave is a shock.
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